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PRINTED APPLIQUE AND METHOD THEREOF

[0001] This application claims benefit under 35 USC § 119(e) of provisional application

Serial No. 61/750,441, filed January 9, 2013, entitled PRINTED APPLIQUE AND

METHOD THEREOF, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[0002] The disclosure generally relates to an electro-optic assembly, and more

particularly, to a rearview mirror assembly with a printed applique and method thereof.

SUMMARY

[0003] According to one aspect of the disclosure, a rearview mirror assembly is provided

that includes a mirror element comprising a front substrate having a first surface and a

second surface, and a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to said front

substrate, the rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface. The front and rear

substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with an electro-optic material. The

rearview mirror assembly also includes a carrier configured to be connected the mirror

element; an applique on at least part of the fourth surface, the applique defining openings

where no applique is applied on the fourth surface; and an adhesive in at least part of the

opening, the adhesive configured to attach to the mirror element and the carrier. The

applique and adhesive are configured to substantially have a visual match, and the bond

strength and area of the adhesive are adequate to support the mirror element.

[0004] According to an aspect of the disclosure, an electro-optic assembly is provided that

includes a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel

to the first surface; a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front

substrate, the rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially

parallel to the third surface; and a carrier operably connected to at least one of the front

substrate and the rear substrate. The electro-optic assembly also includes an applique on

at least a first portion of the fourth surface and having an opening over a second portion of

the fourth surface, the portions of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear

substrate; and an adhesive at least partially in the opening on the second portion of the

fourth surface to connect at least one of the front substrate and the rear substrate to the

carrier. The front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with an

electro-optic material, and the carrier and adhesive provide support to at least one of the



front substrate and the rear substrate. The applique and the adhesive are configured to

substantially match in visual appearance through the front and rear substrates.

[0005] According to a further aspect of the disclosure, an electro-optic assembly is

provided that includes a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface

substantially parallel to the first surface; and a rear substrate spaced from and substantially

parallel to the front substrate, the rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface

substantially parallel to the third surface. The electro-optic assembly further includes an

electrical contact for providing an electrical connection to an electrode in proximity to an

electro -optic material, the contact having an extension at least partially over a transmissive

portion of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear substrate; and an applique

on at least the transmissive portion of the fourth surface, the applique having a contact-

obscuring region in proximity to the extension of the electrical contact. The front and rear

substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with the electro-optic material that is

confined within the cavity by a seal substantially between the second surface and the third

surface.

[0006] According to an additional aspect of the disclosure, an electro-optic assembly is

provided that includes a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface

substantially parallel to the first surface; and a rear substrate spaced from and substantially

parallel to the front substrate, the rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface

substantially parallel to the third surface. The electro-optic assembly further includes an

electrical contact for providing an electrical connection to an electrode in proximity to an

electro -optic material, the contact having an extension at least partially over a transmissive

portion of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear substrate; and an applique

on at least the transmissive portion of the fourth surface, the applique having a contact-

obscuring region that is located between the extension of the electrical contact and the

fourth surface. The front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with the

electro -optic material that is confined within the cavity by a seal substantially between the

second surface and the third surface. The contact-obscuring region of the applique is

configured to obscure the visual appearance of the extension of the electrical contact

through the front and rear substrates.

[0007] According to a further aspect of the disclosure, an electro-optic assembly is

provided that includes a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface

substantially parallel to the first surface; and a rear substrate spaced from and substantially

parallel to the front substrate, the rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface



substantially parallel to the third surface. The electro-optic assembly further includes an

electrical contact for providing an electrical connection to an electrode in proximity to an

electro -optic material, the contact having an extension at least partially over a transmissive

portion of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear substrate; an adhesive pad

between the extension of the electrical contact and the fourth surface; and an applique on

at least the transmissive portion of the fourth surface, the applique having an obscuring

region that is located in proximity to at least a portion of the adhesive pad. The front and

rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with the electro-optic material that is

confined within the cavity by a seal substantially between the second surface and the third

surface. The obscuring region of the applique is configured to obscure the visual

appearance of one of, or both of, the extension of the electrical contact and the adhesive

pad through the front and rear substrates.

[0008] According to an additional aspect of the disclosure, an electro-optic assembly is

provided that includes a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface

substantially parallel to the first surface; and a rear substrate spaced from and substantially

parallel to the front substrate, the rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface

substantially parallel to the third surface. The electro-optic assembly further includes an

electrical contact for providing an electrical connection to an electrode in proximity to an

electro -optic material, the contact having an extension at least partially over a transmissive

portion of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear substrate; and an applique

on at least the transmissive portion of the fourth surface, the applique having a contact-

obscuring region that is located over at least a portion of the extension of the electrical

contact. The front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with the

electro -optic material that is confined within the cavity by a seal substantially between the

second surface and the third surface. The contact-obscuring region of the applique and the

extension of the electrical contact are configured to substantially match in visual

appearance through the front and rear substrates.

[0009] According to a further aspect of the disclosure, an electro-optic assembly includes

a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel to the

first surface; a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front substrate,

the rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially parallel to the

third surface; and a carrier operably connected to at least one of the front substrate and the

rear substrate. The electro-optic assembly further includes an applique layer directly on at

least a first portion of the fourth surface and having an opening over a second portion of



the fourth surface, the portions of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear

substrate; and an assembly component that is coupled to the carrier, behind the fourth

surface and substantially coincident with the opening. The front and rear substrates define

a cavity at least partially filled with an electro-optic material.

[001 0] According to an additional aspect of the disclosure, an electro-optic assembly is

provided that includes a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface

substantially parallel to the first surface; a rear substrate spaced from and substantially

parallel to the front substrate, the rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface

substantially parallel to the third surface; and an applique layer directly on at least a first

portion of the fourth surface and having an opening and a discontinuous element over a

second portion of the fourth surface, the portions of the fourth surface in a transmissive

region of the rear substrate. The front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially

filled with an electro-optic material.

[001 1] These and other features, advantages, and objects of the present invention will be

further understood and appreciated by those with ordinary skill in the art by reference to

the following specification, claims, and appended drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[001 2] The present invention will become more fully understood from the detailed

description and the accompanying drawings, wherein:

[001 3] Figure 1 is a front view diagram of a rearview mirror assembly, in accordance with

one exemplary embodiment;

[001 4] Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in accordance

with an exemplary embodiment;

[001 5] Figure 2A is a cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in accordance

with a further exemplary embodiment;

[001 6] Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in accordance

with an additional exemplary embodiment;

[001 7] Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in accordance

with an exemplary embodiment;

[001 8] Figure 4A is a cross-sectional view of rearview mirror assembly, in accordance

with an additional exemplary embodiment;

[001 9] Figure 5 is cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in accordance with

a further exemplary embodiment;



[0020] Figure 6 is cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in accordance with

an additional exemplary embodiment;

[0021 ] Figure 6A is an enlarged, cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in

accordance with a further exemplary embodiment;

[0022] Figure 6B is an enlarged, cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in

accordance with an exemplary embodiment;

[0023] Figure 6C is an enlarged, cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in

accordance with an additional exemplary embodiment;

[0024] Figure 6D is an enlarged, cross-sectional view of a rearview mirror assembly, in

accordance with a further exemplary embodiment; and

[0025] Figure 7 is a front-view diagram of a rearview mirror assembly, in accordance with

an additional exemplary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] The present illustrated embodiments reside primarily in combinations of method

steps and apparatus components related to a printed applique and method thereof.

Accordingly, the apparatus components and method steps have been represented, where

appropriate, by conventional symbols in the drawings, showing only those specific details

that are pertinent to understanding the embodiments of the present invention so as not to

obscure the disclosure with details that will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in

the art having the benefit of the description herein. Further, like numerals in the

description and drawings represent like elements.

[0027] In this document, relational terms, such as first and second, top and bottom, and

the like, are used solely to distinguish one entity or action from another entity or action,

without necessarily requiring or implying any actual such relationship or order between

such entities or actions. The terms "comprises," "comprising," or any other variation

thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, such that a process, method,

article, or apparatus that comprises a list of elements does not include only those elements

but may include other elements not expressly listed or inherent to such process, method,

article, or apparatus. An element proceeded by "comprises . . . a" does not, without more

constraints, preclude the existence of additional identical elements in the process, method,

article, or apparatus that comprises the element.

[0028] In reference to Figure 1, an electro-optic assembly in the form of a transflective

mirror assembly is generally shown at reference identifier 100. The mirror assembly 100



can be partially reflective and partially transmissive. The mirror assembly 100 can include

a mirror assembly edge 102 and an applique 104. According to one embodiment, the

applique 104 can define an opening 106. The mirror assembly 100 can also include a

mirror element generally indicated at 108. The mirror assembly edge 102 can be

integrated with the mirror element 108 or be a separate component.

[0029] With respect to Figure 2, an additional electro-optic assembly in the form of a

transflective mirror assembly is generally shown at reference identifier 100. The mirror

assembly 100 can include a carrier 110 configured to attach to the mirror element 108. In

some embodiments, carrier 110 is a housing element of the mirror assembly 100 that is

attached to one or more of the substrates 114, 120 (see, e.g., Figure 2A). Carrier 110 may

also include other components of the mirror assembly 100 attached to one or more of the

substrates 114, 120 including, but not limited to, a circuit board, an electronics board, a

mount (e.g., an element that functions to suspend the mirror assembly 100 from a

windshield), a board holder, an element mechanically connected to a bezel surrounding the

assembly 100, and/or any other component which may provide some structural support to

substrates 114 and/or 120. According to one embodiment, an adhesive 112 can be used to

attach the carrier 110 and the mirror element 108. The applique 104 can be on a surface of

the mirror element 108. In some embodiments, mirror assembly 100 is an electro-optic

assembly.

[0030] Figures 2A, 3, 4, 4A, 5, 6, 6A-6D, and 7, each illustrate various embodiments of

the mirror assembly 100, each an electro-optic assembly in the form of a transflective

mirror assembly, wherein the mirror element 108 is an electro-optic element. The mirror

element 108 can include a first substrate 114 having a first surface 116 and a second

surface 118 and a second substrate 120 having a third surface 122 and a fourth

surface 124, wherein the first and second substrates 114, 120 define a cavity 126. In some

embodiments, the second surface 118 is substantially parallel to the first surface 116. In

further embodiments, the first substrate 114 and the second substrate 120 are oriented

toward the front and the rear of the mirror assembly 100, respectively. The second

substrate 120 can be spaced from and substantially parallel to the first substrate 114.

According to an exemplary embodiment, the fourth surface 124 is arranged substantially

parallel to the third surface 122.

[0031] The cavity 126 can contain an electro-optic medium 128, such as, but not limited

to, an electro chromic medium. The cavity 126 may be completely or partially filled with

the medium 128. The mirror assembly 100 can also include an electrical contact 130, a



conductive seal 132, a seal 134, an opaque region 136, a substantially transparent

coating 138 on the second surface 118, and a partially reflective, partially transmissive

layer 140 (e.g., a transflective coating) on the third surface 122. In such embodiments, the

applique 104 can be on the fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120, e.g., in an

optically transmissive region of the mirror assembly 100. The contact 130, for example,

may be employed to provide an electrical connection to an electrode located on the first or

second substrate, 114 or 120, respectively, that is located in proximity to the electro-optic

medium 128. According to some embodiments, electrical contact 130 can be in the form

of an electrical contact clip, conductive epoxy, a wire, solder, conductive particles,

conductive nanoparticles, conductive adhesive, and combinations of these forms of

contact 130, configured as understood by those with ordinary skill in the field to convey

electrical current.

[0032] According to an embodiment of the mirror assembly 100, a substantial portion of

the mirror element 108 (including substrates 114 and 120 and their surfaces 116, 118, 122,

and 124, respectively) is transmissive insofar as it has an optical transmission of 5% or

greater. For example, one half (e.g., the right half) of the mirror element 108 may be

substantially or completely opaque, while the other half (e.g., the left half) is

semitransparent with an optical transmission of 5% or greater. As another example,

perimeter portions of the mirror element 108 could be substantially or completely opaque,

while the central portion of the mirror element 108 is transmissive with an optical

transmission of 5% or greater. In some embodiments, the mirror element 108 has a

substantial portion with an optical transmission greater than 10%. In at least one

embodiment, a substantial portion of the mirror element 108 has an optical transmission of

approximately 25% or greater. In an additional embodiment, a substantial portion of the

mirror element 108 has an optical transmission from approximately 20 to 50%. Further, a

substantial portion of the mirror element 108 can be characterized by approximately 22%,

26%o, or 4 0% optical transmission levels.

[0033] For mirror elements 108 having a substantial portion with 5% or greater optical

transmission, it can be desirable to have a substantially uniform backing behind the mirror

to prevent the user from seeing inconsistencies in the viewed image under typical, ambient

lighting conditions. In some embodiments, automotive mirrors with greater than 5%

optical transmission have used a plastic film for the applique 104 to provide the desired

uniform background. Typically, the applique material will have one or more openings so

that light may pass through the material for a sensor or for viewing a display. The film



employed as the applique 104 can also cover the entire transflective portion of the mirror

element 108. The plastic film can be either adhered to the back of the second

substrate 120 or held in a generally fixed position behind the substrate 120 with an air gap

between the substrate and the film. If there are areas of the surface of the mirror

element 108 hidden behind a perimeter bezel or behind an opaque ring around the

periphery of the mirror, the applique 104 typically will extend into this opaque area.

There is no need for the applique 104 to extend to the edges of the mirror substrate if the

edge area (see, e.g., mirror assembly edge 102 in Figure 1) is substantially or completely

opaque. In some cases, the transparent area or areas of the applique 104 may contain a

transparent or diffusing film which will still allow light to pass through. For example, the

applique 104 may be a transparent film where at least a portion is modified with an

additive process such as printing or lamination to generate opaque areas while other areas

remain transparent.

[0034] In reference to the various embodiments illustrated in Figures 1-7, the applique 104

can be where the applique is substantially or completely opaque and the openings 106 in

the applique can be transparent. Although the applique 104 may have a matte or glossy

finish, it typically does not contain or embody, at least in substantial part, specular

materials having a reflective or mirror- like appearance. The opening 106 may be

completely devoid of applique material or it may include a transparent or semitransparent

film that allows light to pass through it either specularly or with scattering.

[0035] There are mirror assemblies 100 where a standard full-surface applique (e.g., a

plastic film) is not the best choice for the applique 104. Black ink (Direct Color

Systems® - 1-7102-200) is a viable substitute and can be applied to the back of a glass

mirror substrate (see, e.g., the second substrate 120 shown in Figure 2A) with an inkjet

process using the Direct Color Systems® Direct Jet 1024 printer to serve as the

applique 104. Other methods besides inkjet processes could be used to apply the ink for

applique 104 including, but not limited to, screen printing techniques. The mirror

assembly 100 is attached to a housing using an adhesive 112 between the printed

applique 104 and a support plate (e.g., carrier 110 shown in Figure 2) behind the mirror

element 108. In these embodiments, since the ink employed as the applique 104 can be

peeled off of the glass surface, the adhesion of the applique 104 to the glass surface is

deemed insufficient to support the weight of the mirror, such as, but not limited to, for

long durations or when exposed to changes in temperature, high humidity, or under other

testing procedure typical of the automotive industry.



[0036] According to one embodiment, the mirror assembly 100 has a substantially or

completely opaque area around the perimeter, and that area may be used for the

adhesive 112. In at least one embodiment, openings (see, e.g., openings 106 shown in

Figures 1 and 2A) can be left in the printed applique 104 that can be later filled with a

liquid adhesive for use as adhesive 112. Figure 2 illustrates how openings 106 in the

printed applique 104 provide areas for the adhesive 112. For a transflective mirror

assembly 100, it can be desirable that the color, texture, gloss, and/or reflectance of the

printed applique 104 (e.g., applied as a black ink) are visually similar to that of the

adhesive 112 so that the user will view a substantially uniform surface in all types of

lighting under the lighting conditions of the application for the assembly 100, including

bright, off-angle lighting conditions. In some embodiments, the adhesive 112 may extend

into the openings 106 and also past the edges of the openings 106 over and/or under the

applique 104.

[0037] According to one embodiment, as depicted in Figure 2A, a mirror assembly 100

includes a carrier 110 operably connected to the second substrate 120. The applique 104

is located on at least a portion of the fourth surface 124. Further, the applique 104 also

includes one or more openings 106 over other portions of the fourth surface 124. The

mirror assembly 100 also includes adhesive 112 that is at least partially in the

opening(s) 106 on the other portions of the fourth surface 124.

[0038] According to an embodiment, reducing or eliminating air pockets in the

adhesive 112 can improve the mirror appearance since an air pocket in the adhesive may

create an area on the back surface of the second substrate 120 that may be visible when

viewed in certain lighting conditions. The adhesive 112 serves to connect at least one of

the first and second substrates 114 and 120 to the carrier 110. The applique 104 and

adhesive 112 employed in the mirror assembly 100 according to these embodiments are

configured, selected, or otherwise modified to substantially match in visual appearance. In

some embodiments, the applique 104 and adhesive 112 are matched such that they are

substantially indistinguishable as viewed by an observer through the transmissive portions

of the substrates 114 and 120. Carrier 110 can also be operably connected with

adhesive 112 to the first substrate 114, or both the first and second substrates 114 and 120.

[0039] In one exemplary embodiment of the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figure 2A, a

Direct Color Systems® Direct Jet 1024 printer is used to apply a black ink (Direct Color

Systems® - 1-7102-200) to serve as the applique 104 across the back surface of a

transflective mirror element 108 with an optical transmission of approximately 5% or



greater. Circular openings 106 in the applique 104 of approximately 1 cm in diameter are

created in the printed material. Subsequently, Bostik® 70-08A black adhesive is used as

adhesive 112 to fill the openings 106 and to bond the glass to a plastic carrier, e.g.,

carrier 110. When the mirror assembly 100 is viewed from the front (i.e., above the first

substrate 114), there can be a very good match between the applique 104 and the

openings 106 in the applique 104 that are now filled with adhesive 112. The bond strength

and cross sectional area of the adhesive bond can be sufficient for supporting the weight of

the mirror element 108 even through automotive test procedures.

[0040] In an embodiment of mirror assembly 100, a black plastic film can be employed as

the applique 104, such as a black polyester film with a clear pressure- sensitive adhesive,

and applied to the fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120. At least one

opening 106 in the applique 104 can be filled with black adhesive 112 as described herein.

[0041] It is found that matching the appearance of plastic films employed as the

applique 104 with an adhesive 112 may be challenging in some cases. For example,

adhesive foam (3M™ 4492 black) with openings in the foam (e.g., serving as

openings 106) can be used as both an applique 104 and as the adhesive 112 to bond a

plastic carrier plate 110 to the back of the mirror element 108. When black, liquid

adhesive (or another sealant) is further used to fill the openings 106 in the foam adhesive,

the foam adhesive (as applique 104) and the liquid adhesive often do not match. The foam

appears slightly gray and lower gloss when compared to the black adhesive when viewed

through the front of the mirror assembly 100. One possible solution is to print a gray ink

in the openings 106 to more closely match the color of the foam employed as the

applique 104.

[0042] An applique 104 on the back of an electrochromic transflective mirror element 108

may also be used to hide electrical contacts, such as electrical contact 130. If the

contact 130 to the mirror element 108 wraps around to the back of the mirror element 108,

and if the contact 130 extends beyond the plastic rim or opaque region 136 which hide the

seal 134, the contact 130 may be visible from the front of the mirror assembly 100.

Contacts 130 that extend into the transflective region of the mirror assembly 100 (e.g., a

transmissive portion of the assembly 100 and mirror element 108) and do not match the

color or gloss of the applique 104 may be visible from the front of the mirror

assembly 100 unless measures are taken to hide the contact. It is also conceivable that

portions of wires and other electrical attachments connected to the contact 130 could also

be visible from the front of the mirror assembly 100. As such, measures taken to obscure



the electrical contact 130 from view from the front of the mirror assembly 100 should also

be effective in obscuring such other wires and electrical attachments part of or joined to

the electrical contact 130.

[0043] Applying the applique 104 under the electrical contact 130 as shown in Figure 3 is

one embodiment of a construction which hides the non-matching contact. More

specifically, at least a portion of the applique 104 should be configured to obscure or hide

the contact 130, as viewed through the first and second substrates 114 and 120. In some

embodiments, the applique 104 and at least an extension of the electrical contact 130 over

the fourth surface 124 should be configured to match in visual appearance such that

applique 104 and the extension of the contact 130 are substantially indistinguishable as

viewed through the transmissive portions of the first and second substrates 114 and 120

(located toward the front and rear of the mirror assembly 100, respectively) under the

conceivable lighting conditions of the application.

[0044] As shown in Figure 3, the applique 104 is placed on at least a portion of the fourth

surface 124, extending completely or nearly completely under the electrical contact 130.

In some embodiments, adhesive (e.g., the adhesive employed as adhesive 112 shown in

Figure 2A) may be employed on the fourth surface 124 to connect the electrical

contact 130 to the second substrate 120. For these embodiments, the applique 104 may

flow (e.g., applique 104 as an inkjet layer) or is otherwise (e.g., applique 104 is a plastic

film) located under the electrical contact 130 and around any adhesive employed to attach

the contact 130 to the substrate 120. In at least one embodiment, the mirror assembly 100

includes an opaque region 136 on a portion of the second surface 118 and a seal 134 that is

configured substantially between the opaque region 136 and the third surface 122.

Further, the extension of the electrical contact 130 over the fourth surface 124 extends past

the opaque region 136 such that it may be visible by an observer through the first and

second substrates 114 and 120. As such, the applique 104 configured under the

contact 130 substantially obscures and hides the extension of the electrical contact 130 that

is visible through the substrates 114 and 120.

[0045] Referring to Figure 4, at least one embodiment of a mirror assembly 100 is

depicted with a construction that hides an electrical contact 130. Here, an adhesive

pad 112a is located under an extension of the electrical contact 130, and then an

applique 104 is located or otherwise applied over the transflective portions of the mirror

element 108 (e.g., fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120). Further, a portion of

the applique 104 is located or otherwise applied over at least the edges of the adhesive



pad 112a. The adhesive pad 112a can serve to attach the electrical contact 130 to the

fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120. In some embodiments, the adhesive

pad 112a is configured as a dark film or dark adhesive pad.

[0046] Further, the applique 104 should substantially match the appearance of the

pad 112a when viewed from the front of the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figure 4 .

Preferably, the applique 104 also substantially matches the visual appearance of the

electrical contact 130. Accordingly, the portion of the applique 104 over the adhesive

pad 112a should be configured to obscure the visual appearance of the extension of the

electrical contact 130 and the adhesive pad 112a that might otherwise be visible through

the first and second substrates 114 and 120 of the mirror assembly 100. In some

embodiments, the adhesive pad 112a and the extension of the electrical contact 130 are

configured to match in visual appearance such that the applique 104, the adhesive

pad 112a and the extension of the electrical contact 130 are substantially indistinguishable

as viewed through the first and second substrates 114 and 120. In at least one exemplary

embodiment, the mirror assembly 100 can also be configured such that a portion of the

applique 104 is located over at least a portion of the adhesive pad 112a and a portion of

the extension of the electrical contact 130. Such a configuration could be advantageous

from a manufacturing standpoint in that only rough dimensional control of the

applique 104 past the interface between the applique 104 and the adhesive pad 112a is

necessary.

[0047] In some embodiments, the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figure 4 includes an

opaque region 136 on a portion of the second surface 118 and a seal 134 that is configured

substantially between the opaque region 136 and the third surface 122. Further, the

adhesive pad 112a may extend past the opaque region 136 such that it is visible by an

observer through the substrates 114 and 120. As such, the applique 104 can be configured

over a portion of the adhesive pad 112a to substantially obscure and hide the pad 112a that

is visible through the substrates 114 and 120.

[0048] As depicted in Figure 4A, at least one exemplary embodiment of a mirror

assembly 100 can be configured such that a portion of the electrical contact 130 extends

past the adhesive pad 112a over the fourth surface 124. The mirror assembly 100 is also

configured such that a portion of the adhesive pad 112a extends past the opaque

region 136 such that it is visible by an observer through the substrates 114 and 120. As

shown in Figure 4A, the portion of the electrical contact 130 that extends past the

pad 112a is also visible through the substrates 114 and 120 as it extends past the opaque



region 136. These features (i.e., the portions of adhesive pad 112a and the electrical

contact 130) can be obscured or hidden in the configuration of mirror assembly 100

depicted in Figure 4A by a portion of the applique 104 that is located (e.g., for an

applique 104 that comprises a plastic film), or otherwise wicks (e.g., for an applique 104

that comprises an inkjet layer), underneath the extension of the electrical contact 130 and

over the fourth surface 124. Here, the applique 104 is configured to substantially match

the appearance of the adhesive pad 112a and the electrical contact 130, thus ensuring that

the portion of the adhesive pad 112a and electrical contact 130 extending past the opaque

region 136 are not visible to an observer through the substrates 114 and 120.

[0049] The exemplary embodiment of mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figure 4A can also

be modified such that the portion of the adhesive pad 112a that extends past the opaque

region 136 also extends completely beneath the electrical contact 130 such that only this

portion of the pad 112a is visible through the first and second substrates 114 and 120. In

other words, the adhesive pad 112a resides completely beneath the contact 130 and above

the fourth surface 124. In this configuration, the applique 104 need only butt up against

the adhesive pad 112a to effectively obscure it from view through the substrates 114

and 120. In some variants of this configuration of mirror assembly 100, the applique 104

can further wick between the adhesive pad 112a and the electrical contact 130, in addition

to butting up against the pad 112a.

[0050] In some embodiments, ink is used to form the applique 104 on the fourth

surface 124 of a transflective electrochromic mirror element 108 as shown in, for example,

Figure 3 . The ink is applied directly to the fourth surface 124 of the glass substrate 120.

A clip used for electrical contact 130 is positioned on top of the applique 104. Using this

construction, the contact 130 (e.g., a clip) is hidden from view when the mirror element

108 is viewed from the front (e.g., as viewed through substrates 114 and 120). This

construction is particularly useful when the optical transmission level of the mirror

element 108 is above 30%. For mirror assemblies 100 having mirror elements 108 with

particularly high transmission levels, other means of hiding the contact 130, such as

applying ink over a clip affixed to the substrate 120 with black adhesive (e.g., as shown in

Figure 4A) may be less effective or ineffective. As such, when the optical transmission of

the mirror element 108 is above 30%, the need for a very uniform backing is important

and a configuration of mirror assembly 100, such as depicted in Figure 3, is particularly

advantageous.



[0051] In at least one embodiment, a construction of a mirror assembly 100 hides a non-

matching contact and includes a contact 130 that comprises a black or dark contact

material or a contact material, such as a metal tab, where the side facing the substrate 120

is colored black, for example, with an ink or a sticker. An applique 104 of similar color

and texture to the contact 130 is applied over the top of the contact 130 as well as across

the transflective portion of the mirror assembly 100, e.g., over the fourth surface 124 of

the second substrate 120. If the contact 130 and the applique 104 are close to the same

color and gloss when viewed through the transflective mirror element 108, they will

provide a substantially uniform appearance. Figure 5 illustrates an embodiment of the

mirror assembly 100 with this construction.

[0052] In some exemplary embodiments of the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figure 5,

the electrical contact 130 is configured to provide an electrical connection to at least one

of the first and second substrates 114 and 120, the contact 130 further possessing an

extension over the fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120. The applique 104 is on

at least a portion of the fourth surface 124, and has a contact-obscuring region that is

located over at least a portion of the extension of the electrical contact 130. Further, the

contact-obscuring region of the applique 104 and the extension of the electrical

contact 130 are configured to substantially match in visual appearance. Hence, an

observer looking through the first and second substrates 114 and 120, respectively, will

tend to observe the applique 104 and contact 130 elements as one uniform feature of

similar appearance. Preferably, no clear interfaces between the applique 104 and the

contact 130 can be observed through the first and second substrates 114 and 120. In some

embodiments, the applique 104 and the extension of the electrical contact 130 are

configured to match in visual appearance such that the applique 104 and the extension of

the contact 130 are substantially indistinguishable as viewed through the transmissive

portions of the first and second substrates 114 and 120, respectively.

[0053] In some embodiments, the mirror assembly 100 (see Figure 5) further includes an

opaque region 136 on a portion of the second surface 118. In these embodiments, the

extension of the electrical contact 130 is over the fourth surface 124 of the second

substrate 120. The extension of the contact 130 also extends past the opaque region 136.

Although the extension of the contact 130 might be viewable through the first and second

substrates 114 and 120, respectively, of the mirror element 108, the presence of the

applique 104 over at least a portion of the extension of the electrical contact 130 obscures

the interfaces and edges of the contact 130 from view through these substrates.



Preferably, the materials employed for the opaque region 136, the applique 104 and the

side of the extension of the electrical contact 130 facing the fourth surface 124 of the

second substrate 120 are selected to substantially match in visual appearance.

[0054] According to an embodiment, the applique 104 can closely follow the contour of

the material employed for the electrical contact 130. Such contour matching can be done

by creating the applique 104 using a liquid material such as an ink that will flow over the

edges of the electrical contact 130. If the applique material overlapping the contact 130

does not follow the contact edge closely, an area of discontinuity in the color or gloss is

likely to appear adjacent to the contact 130.

[0055] In an exemplary embodiment of a mirror assembly 100 consistent with the

configuration depicted in Figure 4, a metal contact clip is employed for the electrical

contact 130. The clip is then adhered to the fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120

of the mirror element 108 using a black adhesive layer for the adhesive pad 112a. The

total thickness of the contact 130 and the adhesive pad 112a is greater than 75 µιη. At

least a portion of the black adhesive layer employed as the pad 112a can be seen through

the substrates 114 and 120 when viewed from the front of the mirror element 108. When a

black plastic film is used as an applique 104 over the back of the mirror element 108 (e.g.,

over the fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120), the applique 104 extends over the

contact 130. As the applique 104 is placed over the contact 130, air pockets are created

adjacent to the contact 130, configured in the form of metal contact clip. These air

pockets create bright areas which reflect more light than either the area where the

applique 104 is adhered to the glass (e.g., fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120)

or the area where the black clip adhesive serving as pad 112a is adhered to the glass.

[0056] Alternatively, this mirror assembly 100 embodiment can be modified such that

black ink is employed as the applique 104. In this case, the applique 104 is printed over

and adjacent to the black adhesive layer serving as pad 112a, no such air pockets are

evident. The printed ink of the applique 104 coats the fourth surface 124 of the second

substrate 120 right up to the edge of the adhesive pad 112a (e.g., black adhesive) used to

attach the electrical contact 130, a metal clip in these embodiments. Since no air pockets

are formed, the area adjacent to the black adhesive pad 112a appears the same as the rest

of the glass substrate 120 having the applique 104 in the form of printed ink on its fourth

surface 124.

[0057] One function of an applique 104 is that it may be used to improve the shatter

resistance of the mirror element 108. For example, a plastic film laminated to the back of



a piece of glass (e.g., fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120) will help hold the

pieces of mirror element 108 together if the glass is broken. The material of a printed

applique 104 may also improve the shatter resistance of the mirror element 108 if the

printed material has some elastic properties and/or if fibers are added to the printed

material as a reinforcement for the applique 104.

[0058] Referring to Figures 6 and 6A-6D, exemplary embodiments of a mirror

assembly 100 are depicted that include first and second substrates 114 and 120. The

substrates 114 and 120 are oriented toward the front and rear of the mirror assembly 100,

respectively. The substrates 114 and 120 also define a cavity 126 that is at least partially

filled with an electro-optic medium 128. In some embodiments, the mirror assembly 100

contains a mirror element 108 that comprises the substrates 114 and 120. In addition, the

substrates 114 and 120 are themselves configured comparably to those same elements

employed in the embodiments of mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figures 2A-5. For

example, the first substrate 114 has a first surface 116 and a second surface 118 that is

substantially parallel to the first surface 116. The mirror assembly 100 also includes a

carrier 110 that is operably connected to at least one of the first substrate 114 and the

second substrate 120. In the embodiment depicted in Figure 6, the carrier 110 is

connected to the second substrate 120 via adhesive 112.

[0059] Still referring to Figures 6 and 6A-6D, the mirror assembly 100 also includes an

applique 104 in the form of an inkjet applique layer directly applied to at least a first,

transmissive portion of the fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120. In some

embodiments, the applique 104 layer is cured and bonded to the substrate 120 in situ.

Accordingly, the applique 104 employed for the mirror assembly 100 requires no adhesive

or other bonding material to attach to the second substrate 120; consequently, the

applique 104 is substantially in direct contact with the underlying substrate 120. In

addition, the applique layer serving as applique 104 has an opening 106a over a second,

transmissive portion of the fourth surface 124. The mirror assembly 100 also includes an

assembly component 142 that is coupled to the carrier 110. The assembly component 142

is located such that it resides behind the fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120. In

some embodiments, the assembly component 142 is substantially coincident with the

opening 106a in the applique 104.

[0060] According to some embodiments of the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figures 6

and 6A-6D, a substantial portion of the mirror element 108 (including substrates 114

and 120, and their surfaces 116, 118, 122 and 124, respectively) is transmissive insofar as



it has an optical transmission of 5% or greater. Other portions of the mirror element may

be substantially or completely opaque. For example, one half of the mirror element 108

may be substantially or completely opaque, while the other half is semitransparent with an

optical transmission of 5% or greater. The mirror element 108 in some embodiments has a

substantial portion with an optical transmission with greater than 10%. In at least one

embodiment, a substantial portion of the mirror element 108 has an optical transmission of

at least approximately 25%. In an additional embodiment, a substantial portion of the

mirror element has approximately 20 to 50% optical transmission. Further, a substantial

portion of the mirror element 108 can be characterized by approximately 22%, 26%, or

40% optical transmission levels in certain embodiments.

[0061] Assembly component 142 employed in the mirror assembly 100 depicted in

Figures 6 and 6A-6D can take on many forms. For example, the assembly component 142

can be a light source, sensor, optics, light diffuser, display, or some other internal

electronic, mechanical, or electro-mechanical feature associated with the mirror

assembly 100. In many of the embodiments of the mirror assembly 100 depicted in

Figures 6 and 6A-6D, the assembly 100 is configured to obscure, block or otherwise

minimize the appearance of the assembly component 142 through the transmissive

portions of the first and second substrates 114 and 120.

[0062] In some applications, the applique 104 employed in the mirror assembly 100

depicted in Figures 6 and 6A-6D requires a high optical density. For example, when an

applique 104 has at least one backlit opening (e.g., a light source employed as assembly

component 142 in front of opening 106a), it is important to avoid bleed-through of the

light through the applique 104 adjacent to the opening. For printed appliques employed as

applique 104 (e.g., applique layers or films derived from a printing process, such as inkjet

printing), an ink thickness of 50 to 300 µιη may be needed to create a film with an optical

density greater than 2 . In some embodiments, it is preferable to employ an even thicker

inkjet-printed applique having an optical density of greater than 3 .

[0063] On the other hand, if small lines or openings are desired for opening 106a (e.g., for

an icon opening), it can be difficult to maintain the design widths of the opening 106a,

particularly for thicker (e.g., greater than 50 µιη) inkjet-printed applique layers employed

as applique 104. This is because the ink employed for the applique 104 may flow on the

substrate surface (e.g., fourth surface 124) changing the appearance of the printed image.

Even when using a UV-curable ink for the applique 104, the time between ink-jetting and

curing may be over 1 second and the ink can flow, changing the as-printed line widths of



the opening 106a. Applying the ink in a thin pass, at least partially curing the ink, and

then adding to the thickness of the ink layer with a second pass is one way to produce

more accurate line widths for the opening 106a within an inkjet-printed applique layer

employed as applique 104. Another option is to fill the open area of opening 106a with a

clear ink which will prevent the optically dense material of the surrounding applique 104

from flowing into the opening 106a. In one example, a thin clear ink is applied in the

transmissive area of the mirror element 108 intended to define the opening 106a, and then

the clear ink is UV-cured. A black ink is printed as the applique 104 adjacent to the clear

ink, thus defining the opening 106a. As a result, the flow of the black ink is limited in the

region that defines opening 106a.

[0064] To maintain consistent line widths and opening widths in the opening 106a

employed in some embodiments of the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figures 6 and

6A-6D, it is preferred to limit the thickness of an inkjet-printed applique layer employed

as applique 104 to about 50 µιη or less. In at least one exemplary embodiment, it is

preferred that a ratio of the smallest opening dimension of the opening 106a to the ink

thickness of the inkjet layer employed as the applique 104 is controlled to be greater than

or equal to about 5 . The smallest opening dimension is the smallest dimension of the

opening 106a, contemplating various shapes of the opening itself. The smallest opening

dimension for a rectangular-shaped opening 106a would be the shortest width dimension

of the opening. For triangular-shaped openings 106a, the smallest opening dimension

would be the height of the triangle.

[0065] With regard to those embodiments of mirror assembly 100 employing a controlled

ratio of smallest opening dimension-to-inkjet layer thickness, a smallest opening

dimension of 300 µιη for an opening 106a in the applique 104 can be printed with an ink

thickness of 100 µιη. But with a smallest opening dimension-to-inkjet layer thickness

ratio of only 3, the ink flow is fairly significant across the substrate (e.g., fourth

surface 124 of the second substrate 120), making line width control difficult. Conversely,

when the thickness of the inkjet layer is dropped to 50 µιη, the ratio is now 6, and

controlling the size and demarcations of the opening 106a is greatly improved.

[0066] Preferably, the ratio of the smallest opening dimension-to -the thickness of the

inkjet layer employed as the applique 104 is set above 5 . For example, an inkjet layer

of 15 µιη can be effectively used for the applique 104 to create an opening 106a with a

smallest opening dimension of 100 µιη, thus providing a ratio of the smallest opening

dimension to the thickness of the inkjet layer of approximately 6.7. Even more preferably,



the ratio of the smallest opening dimension to the thickness of the inkjet layer is controlled

to a value above about 15. Accordingly, it is preferable to employ thinner inkjet layers for

the applique 104, particularly for applications of mirror assembly 100 having an

applique 104 defining an opening 106a requiring significant dimensional control over the

opening itself.

[0067] On the other hand, it is preferable for backlit applications (e.g., those employing a

mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figures 6 and 6A-6D with an assembly component 142 in

the form of a light source) to maintain opacity in the applique 104, while employing a

thinner inkjet layer. In some cases, adding a diffusing material, e.g., titanium dioxide, to

the inkjet layer can be used to increase the optical density of the layer, allowing thinner

inkjet layers to be employed for the applique 104 in proximity to the opening 106a. The

diffusing light scattering material within the applique 104 effectively increases the optical

path length through the thickness of the ink, thereby reducing the overall transmission for

a given thickness.

[0068] According to at least one embodiment of mirror assembly 100, narrow lines and

openings can be defined as opening 106a in an applique 104 by printing the optically

dense material first with any large openings and to follow the ink curing process with an

ink removal process for smaller openings 106a. In one example, a laser is used to remove

or ablate a portion of the ink and to create openings of less than approximately 500 µιη in

width and lines of less than approximately 500 µιη in width. In an additional example,

lines and openings with a dimension less than approximately 300 µιη can be generated

using the laser ablation method. Using laser ablation to create the openings 106a

eliminates concerns of excessive inkjet layer flow associated with narrow line width

openings and thick ink layers.

[0069] According to one embodiment of mirror assembly 100, as shown in Figure 6A, a

light diffusing material 104a can be employed between an assembly component 142 (e.g.,

a light source) and the viewer to provide more uniform lighting through the opening 106a

in the applique 104. In particular, the light diffusing material 104a can be placed in the

opening 106a and over a portion of the inkjet layer employed as the applique 104 in

proximity to the opening 106a. For example, adding a light diffusing material 104a into

an opening 106a, configured in the form of an icon area, reduces the lighting hot spot seen

when backlighting the mirror element 108 with a point source light such as an LED

(serving as the assembly component 142). Often, the diffusing material will be a separate

piece of light diffusing plastic film added between the applique 104 and the light source



serving as the assembly component 142. If the applique 104 is printed directly onto the

rear surface of the glass (e.g., fourth surface 124 of the second substrate 120), it is possible

to print a light diffusing material which flows both over the applique 104 and into the icon

area of opening 106a, thereby improving the lighting uniformity of the backlit icon.

[0070] According to some embodiments, the light diffusing material 104a is adhered to

the fourth surface 124 of the substrate 120 within the opening 106a, and a portion of the

applique 104 (e.g., an inkjet layer) in proximity to the opening 106a. Here, the portion of

the light diffusing material 104a in proximity to the opening 106a is defined by a

substantially annular region for a circular-shaped opening 106a that extends at least

about 0.2 mm past the opening. In some embodiments, the portion of the light diffusing

material 104a extends at least about 0.1 mm past the opening 106a. Similarly, the portion

of the light diffusing material 104a that extends past a noncircular-shaped opening 106a

will be substantially shaped to match the shape of the opening 106a.

[0071] In an exemplary embodiment, the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figure 6A is

configured to ensure adequate light output for a light source serving as the assembly

component 142, while at the same time reducing any light hot spots. The light diffusing

material 104a should be characterized by approximately 25% or greater optical

transmission for this purpose. Preferably, the optical transmission of the light diffusing

material 104a should be higher than 55% and, even more preferably, higher than 65%.

Furthermore, in order to mask the lighting hot spot, the haze value of the light diffusing

material 104a should be greater than 85% and, preferably, greater than 89%. These

properties associated with these embodiments of mirror assembly 100 can be achieved

with various loadings by weight of 5% to 95% of metal oxide particles including, but not

limited to, Ti0 2, CaC0 3, and BaS0 4. Further desired properties associated with the light

diffusing material 104a can be achieved by changing the texture of the material 104a to

create various lensing effects to increase light scattering.

[0072] Referring to Figure 6B, an exemplary embodiment of mirror assembly 100 is

depicted that includes a semitransparent inkjet layer 104b employed between an assembly

component 142 (e.g., a light source) and the viewer to better obscure the assembly

component 142 from view through the substrates 114 and 120. In particular,

semitransparent layer 104b can be placed in the opening 106a and over a portion of the

inkjet layer employed as the applique 104 in proximity to the opening 106a. For example,

adding a semitransparent inkjet layer 104b into an opening 106a, configured in the form of

an icon area, obscures a light source, acting as the assembly component 142, attached to



the carrier 110. In some embodiments, the semitransparent inkjet layer 104b is tinted to

produce a coloring effect in the opening 106a, particularly when shaped in the form of an

icon.

[0073] Still referring to Figure 6B, in scenarios in which the mirror element 108 has

greater than 5% transmission, components, or features may unintentionally become visible

in the opening 106a in the applique 104. Some components, such as assembly

component 142, residing behind the mirror element 108 may reflect light back through the

opening 106a in the applique 104 and become visible. For example, assembly

component 142 can comprise glare sensor components, a display, a light diffuser, an LED,

and/or other electronic components that reflect light and become visible through the

substrates 114 and 120 when the optical transmission through the mirror element 108 and

through the opening 106a in the applique 104 is above 15%. At levels below 15% optical

transmission, the visibility through these openings 106a is decreased, and the assembly

component 142 can be concealed.

[0074] Concealing the openings 106a in the applique 104 and concealing components

(e.g., assembly component 142) behind the openings is desirable for several reasons.

From a design standpoint, it may be aesthetically pleasing to hide any component that

breaks the continuity of the reflected image or offsets symmetry. From a safety and driver

comfort standpoint, it may be distracting for a visual aberration to be viewable in the

mirror element 108 of the mirror assembly 100.

[0075] To conceal assembly component 142 in the embodiments of mirror assembly 100

depicted in Figure 6B, it is possible to selectively reduce the optical transmission in the

opening 106a in an effort to conceal the component 142 behind the mirror element 108.

The optical transmission of the opening 106a can be modified by printing a

semitransparent inkjet layer 104b in the form of a uniform light filter or one that is

selectively graded or patterned to achieve the desired transmission locally where it is

needed. A printed light filter employed as the layer 104b may use any combination of

clear, colored, or black inks to modify the light transmission through the opening 106a.

Alternately, when the applique 104 comprises a plastic film, it may be configured with a

plurality of openings 106a, each with the modified optical transmission levels indicative of

a semitransparent layer 104b that are required to conceal the assembly components 142

configured behind the substrates 114 and 120 of the mirror element 108. Once the

assembly component 142, such as a glare light sensor, is no longer visible to the operator,

it can be placed in any position on the carrier 110 behind the mirror element 108 - e.g.,



substantially coincident with or offset from the opening 106a. This allows for the

component 142, e.g., a sensor, to be placed in the most desirable location to maximize its

function and/or manufacturability as well as to maintain design intentions.

[0076] In one example, a mirror element 108 has approximately 22% total visible light

transmission. A generally opaque applique 104 is printed on the fourth surface 124 of the

second substrate 120 of the mirror element 108, and a light diffuser is placed behind an

opening 106a in the applique 104. When the mirror element 108 is placed in front of a

housing element, e.g., carrier 110 the opening 106a with the light diffuser can be easily

seen in typical ambient lighting conditions (e.g., within a vehicle) since the light diffuser

reflects back a portion of the light that passes through the opening 106a. The prior

example can be modified according to one exemplary embodiment of mirror assembly 100

depicted in Figure 6B. In particular, a semitransparent inkjet layer 104b with

approximately 68% visible light transmission is printed over the area of the opening 106a.

The area of the opening 106a would effectively have a total light transmission of 15%. In

some embodiments, a light diffuser (serving as assembly component 142) can be located

behind the opening 106a and the semitransparent inkjet layer 104b, and the mirror

element 108 is placed in front of a housing element. Advantageously, the opening 106a

with the light diffuser, acting as assembly component 142, cannot be easily seen with

typical ambient lighting conditions (e.g., within a vehicle).

[0077] In at least one example, a mirror element 108 has an approximately 40% visible

light transmission. A generally opaque applique 104 is printed on the fourth surface 124

of the second substrate 120 of the mirror element 108, and a glare sensor and associated

optics are placed behind an opening 106a in the applique 104. When the mirror

element 108 is placed in front of the carrier 110 or other housing element, the

opening 106a with the glare sensor optics can be easily seen in typical ambient lighting

conditions (e.g., within a vehicle) since the glare sensor optics reflect back a portion of the

light that passes through the opening 106a. The prior example can be modified according

to a further exemplary embodiment of the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figure 6B. In

particular, a semitransparent inkjet layer 104b with approximately 38% or less visible light

transmission is printed over the area of the opening 106a. The area of the opening 106a

would then have a total light transmission of 15%. Accordingly, in this exemplary

embodiment of mirror assembly 100, a glare sensor and optics can serve as the assembly

component 142, and these components can be placed behind the opening 106a and the

semitransparent inkjet layer 104b. The mirror element 108 can be located in front of the



housing element. Consequently, the glare sensor and optics cannot be easily seen with

typical ambient lighting conditions (e.g., within a vehicle).

[0078] Additional configurations of the mirror assembly 100 depicted in Figure 6B are

also available. The assembly component 142 can be configured as a light source or a

sensor, for example. Further, the mirror element 108 can be characterized, for example,

by an approximately 26% or 22% optical transmission, an optical transmission range of

approximately 20 to 50%, and other optical transmission levels. To achieve a total light

transmission of 15% or less through the opening 106a, the semitransparent layer 104b

employed in the opening 106a can be configured with an optical transmission of 58% or

less, 68%o or less, or other levels, depending on the optical transmission of the mirror

element 108. In general, the total light transmission through the opening 106a is the

product of the transmission levels of the element 108 and the semitransparent layer 104b.

These combinations can thus be employed in the mirror assembly 100 to effectively

obscure assembly components 142 mounted, for example, to the carrier 110.

[0079] In some exemplary embodiments of mirror assembly 100, as shown in Figure 6C,

the applique 104 can be provided with an opacity gradient layer 104c to eliminate a sharp

edge that might otherwise be visible if the applique 104 had an essentially opaque area

directly adjacent to the opening 106a. When viewed from the front of the mirror

element 108 (e.g., through the first and second substrates 114 and 120) the edge of the

applique 104 may be easily seen, especially when the mirror element 108 employs a

transflective layer 140 (e.g., a transflective coating) with high optical transmission. Here,

the applique 104 is set at a first optical density and the opacity gradient layer 104c is set at

a second optical density, preferably below the first optical density associated with the

majority of the applique 104. In one example, the second optical density of the opacity

gradient layer 104c is created by the printing of "dots" or the like of the same or similar

material as employed in the applique 104 with space between the "dots." In effect, the

second optical density of the layer 104c, with its spaces between "dots," is lower than the

first optical density associated with the majority of the applique 104. Creating a gradient

in the applique 104 in the form of opacity gradient layer 104c in the opening 106a

provides some optical transmission without a sharp transition.

[0080] In one exemplary embodiment, the opening 106a defines a sensor eyehole for an

assembly component 142 in the form of a light sensor. The applique 104 can be printed

using a Direct Color Systems® printer. Black ink is used to create a generally opaque

coating on the back of a transflective mirror element 108 (e.g., fourth surface 124 of the



second substrate 120) with approximately 26% transmission. The sensor eyehole area

(e.g., opening 106a) can then be generated using an opacity gradient layer 104c in the

form of a varying density of dots in a gradient pattern such that the center of the eyehole in

opening 106a is transparent. Preferably, the opacity gradient layer 104c is configured such

that is characterized by approximately 58% or less optical transmission when the mirror

element 108 has approximately 26% transmission. It is also preferable to prepare the

gradient layer 104c with an optical transmission of approximately 38% or less when the

transmission of the mirror element 108 is approximately 40%. In additional embodiments,

it is preferable to set the gradient layer 104c with an optical transmission of 68% or less

when the transmission of the mirror element 108 is approximately 22%. Further, in some

embodiments, the mirror element 108 can be characterized by an approximately 20 to 50%

optical transmission, with adjustments to the gradient layer 104c to achieve the desired

total light transmission level through the opening 106a. Other optical transmission levels

are also feasible. Ultimately, each of these embodiments of mirror assembly 100, as

depicted in Figure 6C, can achieve a total light transmission of 15% or less through the

opening 106a of the mirror element 108.

[0081] In an exemplary embodiment of mirror assembly 100, as shown in Figure 6D, a

color filter 104d can be employed in the opening 106a formed in the applique 104. In

particular, inkjet layers employed as appliques 104 may also contain various colors so that

black may be used in the majority of the area, but specific colors may be used in the icon

areas (e.g., opening 106a). For example, if white light LEDs, serving as assembly

component 142, are used to illuminate more than one icon, the icon area of opening 106a

may contain a printed color filter 104d.

[0082] In some embodiments of mirror assembly 100 shown in Figure 6D, it is preferable

to employ the printed color filter 104d in the opening 106a and over a portion of the inkjet

layer as applique 104 in proximity to the opening 106a. In some cases, it is advantageous

to lower the transmission of one icon area in comparison to another. Adding a gray

semitransparent ink (or CMY gray) as color filter 104d to the icon area of opening 106a

may provide the desired transmission. Tinting the icon area and, particularly, the

openings 106a, also provides a stealthier, less visible icon when viewed through the mirror

assembly 100.

[0083] According to additional exemplary embodiments of mirror assembly 100, the color

filter 104d can be adhered to the fourth surface 124 of the substrate 120 within the

opening 106a, and a portion of the inkjet layer (applique 104) in proximity to the



opening 106a. Here, the portion of the color filter 104d in proximity to the opening 106a

is defined by a substantially annular region for a circular-shaped opening 106a that

extends at least 0.2 mm past the opening. Similarly, the portion of the color filter 104d

that extends past a noncircular-shaped opening 106a will be substantially shaped to match

the shape of the opening 106a.

[0084] One advantage of the mirror assembly 100 embodiments depicted in Figures

6A-6D is that they can be employed individually or in combination to control the light

output of multiple assembly components 142, particularly LED light sources, within the

icon area of a mirror element 108 containing one or more openings 106a. For example,

some icons, indicators, or the like of a given mirror assembly 100 may require a brighter

LED source for use in connection with a "warning" icon, and other icons in the same

mirror assembly 100 may require a lower light output level. By using a semitransparent

layer 104b (see Figure 6B and corresponding description) and/or a color filter 104d (see

Figure 6D and corresponding description) in one or more openings 106a, the overall light

output and/or color associated with these openings and particular assembly

components 142 (e.g., LED light sources) can be adjusted. In doing so, it is possible to

tailor the light output of one or more openings 106a to create different light output levels

and/or accommodate one or more LED light sources with the same or varying output

levels. Further, it is possible to employ teachings associated with the exemplary

embodiments depicted in Figures 6A-6D (e.g., color filters, semitransparent layers, light

diffusing layers, and/or opacity gradient layers) within the same opening 106a or multiple

openings 106a in a given mirror assembly 100, depending on the application. For

example, a color filter 104d and a light diffusing material 104a could conceivably be

employed within the same opening 106a to create a single icon with varying light output

effects.

[0085] Referring to Figure 7, an exemplary embodiment of the mirror assembly 100 is

depicted with one or more openings 106a having complex icon features in the transmissive

portion of mirror element 108. It is advantageous to employ applique 104 in the form of

an inkjet layer for the development of the opening(s) 106a. As depicted in Figure 7, the

icon features in the openings 106a possess one or more discontinuous elements 106b. The

discontinuous elements 106b, and the remaining portions of the applique 104 within the

mirror element 108, can be printed in as little as one pass when the applique 104 is in the

form of an inkjet layer. Line widths and the particular dimensions of the openings 106a

and discontinuous elements 106b can be controlled according to the parameters outlined



earlier in this specification. For example, one can control the smallest dimension of the

discontinuous elements 106b within the openings 106a in view of the inkjet layer

thickness to a ratio of greater than or equal to 5 .

[0086] It should be understood that applique 104 in the form of an inkjet layer can be

employed advantageously within the mirror assembly 100 for one or more purposes or

functions. For example, applique 104 in the form of an inkjet layer can be effectively

employed to mask features (e.g., electrical contact 130 as depicted in Figures 2A-5 and

described in the foregoing). The applique 104 in the form of an inkjet layer can also

define openings 106a and the appearance of features substantially coincident with the

openings 106a (e.g., assembly component 142 in Figures 6A-6D and described in the

foregoing). Still further, the applique 104 in the form of an inkjet layer can be employed

to create complex openings 106a with discontinuous elements 106b (as shown in Figure 7)

in the transmissive region of the mirror assembly 100. Hence, the use of an inkjet layer

for applique 104 can be particularly advantageous as an inkjet printer can be employed to

deposit the layer(s) for the applique 104 according to various functions with a limited

number of passes and manufacturing steps.

[0087] For purposes of the present disclosure, and as will be explained in greater detail

herein below, the electro-optic medium 128 can comprise at least one solvent, at least one

anodic material, and at least one cathodic material.

[0088] Typically, both of the anodic and cathodic materials are electroactive and at least

one of them is electrochromic. It will be understood that regardless of its ordinary

meaning, the term "electroactive" will be defined herein as a material that undergoes a

modification in its oxidation state upon exposure to a particular electrical potential

difference. Additionally, it will be understood that the term "electrochromic" will be

defined herein, regardless of its ordinary meaning, as a material that exhibits a change in

its extinction coefficient at one or more wavelengths upon exposure to a particular

electrical potential difference.

[0089] The electro-optic medium 128 is preferably chosen from one of the following

categories:

[0090] (I) Single-layer, single-phase - The electro-optic medium 128 may comprise a

single-layer of material which may include small non-homogenous regions, and include

solution-phase devices where a material may be contained in solution in an ionically

conducting electrolyte which remains in solution in the electrolyte when electrochemically

oxidized or reduced. Solution-phase electroactive materials may be contained in the



continuous solution-phase of a gel medium in accordance with the teachings of U.S. Patent

No. 5,928,572 entitled "Electrochromic Layer And Devices Comprising Same," and

International Patent Application Serial No. PCT/US98/05570 entitled "Electrochromic

Polymeric Solid Films, Manufacturing Electrochromic Devices Using Such Solid Films,

And Processes For Making Such Solid Films And Devices," both of which are hereby

incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

[0091] More than one anodic and cathodic material can be combined to give a pre-selected

color as described in U.S. Patent No. 5,998,617 entitled "Electrochromic Compounds,"

U.S. Patent No. 6,020,987 entitled "Electrochromic Medium Capable Of Producing A Pre

selected Color," U.S. Patent No. 6,037,471 entitled "Electrochromic Compounds," and

U.S. Patent No. 6,141,137 entitled "Electrochromic Media For Producing A Preselected

Color," all of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety including

all references incorporated and/or cited therein.

[0092] The anodic and cathodic materials may also be combined or linked by a bridging

unit as described in U.S. Patent No. 6,241,916 entitled "Electrochromic System" and/or

U.S. Patent Publication No. 2002/0015214 A l entitled "Electrochromic Device," which

are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety including all references

incorporated and/or cited therein. The electrochromic materials may also include near-

infrared (NIR) absorbing compounds as described in U.S. Patent No. 6,193,912 entitled

"Near Infrared- Absorbing Electrochromic Compounds And Devices Comprising Same,"

which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety including all references

incorporated and/or cited therein.

[0093] It is also possible to link anodic materials or cathodic materials by similar methods.

The concepts described in these patents can further be combined to yield a variety of

electro active materials that are linked or coupled, including linking of a redox buffer, such

as linking of a color-stabilizing moiety, to an anodic and/or cathodic material.

[0094] The anodic and cathodic electrochromic materials can also include coupled

materials as described in U.S. Patent No. 6,249,369 entitled "Coupled Electrochromic

Compounds With Photostable Dication Oxidation States," which is hereby incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety including all references incorporated and/or cited

therein.

[0095] The concentration of the electrochromic materials can be selected as taught in U.S.

Patent No. 6,137,620 entitled "Electrochromic Media With Concentration-Enhanced

Stability, Process For The Preparation Thereof and Use In Electrochromic Devices,"



which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety including all references

incorporated and/or cited therein.

[0096] Additionally, a single-layer, single-phase medium may include a medium where

the anodic and cathodic materials are incorporated into a polymer matrix as is described in

International Patent Application Serial No. PCT/EP98/03862 entitled "Electrochromic

Polymer System," and International Patent Application Serial No. PCT/US98/05570

entitled "Electrochromic Polymeric Solid Films, Manufacturing Electrochromic Devices

Using Such Solid Films, And Processes For Making Such Solid Films And Devices,"

which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety including all references

incorporated and/or cited therein.

[0097] (II) Multi-layer - The electro-optic medium 128 may also be prepared in layers

and include a material attached directly to an electrically conducting electrode or confined

in close proximity thereto which remains attached or confined when electrochemically

oxidized or reduced.

[0098] (III) Multi-phase - The electro-optic medium 128 may further be prepared using

multiple phases where one or more materials in the medium undergoes a change in phase

during the operation of the device, for example a material contained in solution in the

ionically conducting electrolyte forms a layer on the electrically conducting electrode

when electro chemically oxidized or reduced.

[0099] Generally, the exemplary embodiments herein may be configured to define a

convex element, an aspheric element, a planar element, a non-planar element, an element

having a wide field of view (FOV), or a combination of these various configurations in

different areas to define a mirror element 108 with generally complex shape. In case of an

electrochromic rearview mirror assembly 100, the first surface 116 of the first

substrate 114 may comprise a hydrophilic or hydrophobic coating to improve the

operation. The embodiments of the reflective elements may comprise an anti-scratch layer

on the exposed surfaces of at least one of the first and second substrates 114 and 120.

Examples of various reflective elements are described in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,682,267,

5,689,370, 5,825,527, 5,940,201, 5,998,617, 6,020,987, 6,037,471, 6,057,956, 6,062,920,

6,064,509, 6,1 11,684, 6,166,848, 6,193,378, 6,195,194, 6,239,898, 6,246,507, 6,268,950,

6,356,376, 6,441,943, and 6,512,624. The disclosure of each of these patents is

incorporated herein in its entirety by reference.

[001 00] The embodiments disclosed herein may be used with a mounting system such as

that described in U.S. Patent Nos. 8,201,800; 8,210,695; U.S. Patent Application Nos.



13/600,496; 13/527,375; 13/431,657; 13/402,701; 12/187,019, and U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Nos . 61/709,716; 61/707,676; and 61/704,869, which are hereby incorporated

herein by reference in their entirety. Further, the embodiments of this disclosure may be

used with a rearview packaging assembly such as that described in U.S. Patent No.

8,264,761; U.S. Patent Application Nos. 13/567,363; 13/405,697; 13/402,701; and

13/171,950, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application Nos. 61/707,625; and 61/590,259,

which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. Additionally, it is

contemplated that embodiments of this disclosure can include a bezel such as that

described in U.S. Patent No. 8,201,800; 8,210,695; and U.S. Patent Application No.

13/271,745, which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

] Modifications of the invention will occur to those skilled in the art and to those

who make or use the invention. Therefore, it is understood that the embodiments shown in

the drawings and described above are merely for illustrative purposes and not intended to

limit the scope of the invention, which is defined by the following claims as interpreted

according to the principles of patent law, including the doctrine of equivalents.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An electro-optic assembly, comprising:

a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel to

the first surface;

a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front substrate, the

rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially parallel to the third

surface;

a carrier operably connected to at least one of the front substrate and the rear

substrate;

an applique layer directly on at least a first portion of the fourth surface and having

an opening over a second portion of the fourth surface, the portions of the fourth surface in

a transmissive region of the rear substrate; and

an assembly component that is coupled to the carrier, behind the fourth surface and

substantially coincident with the opening,

wherein the front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with an

electro -optic material.

2 . An electro-optic assembly, comprising:

a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel to

the first surface;

a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front substrate, the

rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially parallel to the third

surface;

a carrier operably connected to at least one of the front substrate and the rear

substrate;

an applique on at least a first portion of the fourth surface and having an opening

over a second portion of the fourth surface, the portions of the fourth surface in a

transmissive region of the rear substrate; and

an adhesive at least partially in the opening on the second portion of the fourth

surface to connect at least one of the front substrate and the rear substrate to the carrier,



wherein the front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with an

electro-optic material, and the carrier and adhesive provide support to at least one of the

front substrate and the rear substrate, and

further wherein the applique and the adhesive are configured to substantially match

in visual appearance through the front and rear substrates.

3 . An electro-optic assembly, comprising:

a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel to

the first surface;

a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front substrate, the

rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially parallel to the third

surface;

an electrical contact for providing an electrical connection to an electrode in

proximity to an electro-optic material, the contact having an extension at least partially

over a transmissive portion of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear

substrate; and

an applique on at least the transmissive portion of the fourth surface, the applique

having a contact-obscuring region in proximity to the extension of the electrical contact,

wherein the front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with the

electro -optic material that is confined within the cavity by a seal substantially between the

second surface and the third surface.

4 . An electro-optic assembly, comprising:

a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel to

the first surface;

a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front substrate, the

rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially parallel to the third

surface;

an electrical contact for providing an electrical connection to an electrode in

proximity to an electro-optic material, the contact having an extension at least partially

over a transmissive portion of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear

substrate; and



an applique on at least the transmissive portion of the fourth surface, the applique

having a contact-obscuring region that is located between the extension of the electrical

contact and the fourth surface,

wherein the front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with the

electro -optic material that is confined within the cavity by a seal substantially between the

second surface and the third surface, and

further wherein the contact-obscuring region of the applique is configured to

obscure the visual appearance of the extension of the electrical contact through the front

and rear substrates.

5 . An electro-optic assembly, comprising:

a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel to

the first surface;

a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front substrate, the

rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially parallel to the third

surface;

an electrical contact for providing an electrical connection to an electrode in

proximity to an electro-optic material, the contact having an extension at least partially

over a transmissive portion of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear

substrate;

an adhesive pad between the extension of the electrical contact and the fourth

surface; and

an applique on at least the transmissive portion of the fourth surface, the applique

having an obscuring region that is located in proximity to at least a portion of the adhesive

pad,

wherein the front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with the

electro -optic material that is confined within the cavity by a seal substantially between the

second surface and the third surface, and

further wherein the obscuring region of the applique is configured to obscure the

visual appearance of one of, or both of, the extension of the electrical contact and the

adhesive pad through the front and rear substrates,

wherein the obscuring region of the applique is configured to obscure the visual

appearance of the adhesive pad and the extension of the electrical contact through the front

and rear substrates.



6 . An electro-optic assembly, comprising:

a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel to

the first surface;

a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front substrate, the

rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially parallel to the third

surface;

an electrical contact for providing an electrical connection to an electrode in

proximity to an electro-optic material, the contact having an extension at least partially

over a transmissive portion of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear

substrate; and

an applique on at least the transmissive portion of the fourth surface, the applique

having a contact-obscuring region that is located over at least a portion of the extension of

the electrical contact,

wherein the front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with the

electro -optic material that is confined within the cavity by a seal substantially between the

second surface and the third surface, and

further wherein the contact-obscuring region of the applique and the extension of

the electrical contact are configured to substantially match in visual appearance through

the front and rear substrates.

7 . The electro-optic assembly of claim 1, wherein the applique layer has a thickness

of about 50 µιη or less.

8. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1 and 7, further comprising:

a mirror element that includes the front substrate and the rear substrate, the mirror

element having a substantial portion with greater than 10% optical transmission.

9 . The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7 and 8, further comprising:

a transflective layer on the third surface of the rear substrate.

10. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1 and 7-9, further comprising:

a light diffusing inkjet layer in the opening and over a portion of the applique layer

in proximity to the opening, wherein the assembly component is a light source.



11. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims land 7-10, wherein the light

diffusing inkjet layer is adhered to the second portion of the fourth surface and the portion

of the applique layer in proximity to the opening, and further wherein the portion of the

applique layer in proximity to the opening is defined by a substantially annular region of

the applique layer that extends at least 0.2 mm past the opening.

12. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1 and 7-1 1, wherein the light

diffusing inkjet layer is characterized by approximately 25% or greater optical

transmission and comprises 5% to 95% metal oxide particles by weight, the metal oxide

particles selected from the group consisting of Ti0 2, CaC0 3 and BaS0 4.

13. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1 and 7-9, further comprising:

a semitransparent inkjet layer in the opening and over a portion of the applique

layer in proximity to the opening.

14. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7-9 and 13, wherein the

assembly component is a light source, the opening defines an icon and the semitransparent

inkjet layer is tinted.

15. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7-9, 13 and 14, wherein the

assembly component is a light source or a sensor, and the total optical transmission

through the opening and the semitransparent layer is approximately 15% or less.

16. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7-9 and 13-15, wherein the

assembly component is a light source or a sensor, the mirror element is characterized by

approximately 20 to 50% optical transmission and the total optical transmission through

the opening and the semitransparent layer is approximately 15% or less.

17. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1 and 7-9, wherein the applique

layer is characterized by an optical density of 2 or greater and the assembly component is

a light source.



18. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7-9 and 1 , wherein the

opening has a smallest opening dimension of about 500 µιη or less and the applique layer

has a thickness, and further wherein the ratio of the smallest opening dimension to the

thickness of the inkjet applique layer is 5 or greater.

19. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7- 9, 17 and 18, wherein the

ratio of the smallest opening dimension to the thickness of the applique layer is 10 or

greater.

20. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7-9 and 17-19, wherein the

applique layer is characterized by a first optical density and the opening is defined by a

region of the applique layer having a second optical density that is less than the first

optical density.

21. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7-9 and 17-20, wherein the

region of the applique layer having the second optical density is a gradient pattern, and the

assembly component is a sensor.

22. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7-9 and 17-21, further wherein

the second optical density is set such that the opening is characterized by an approximately

15% or less total optical transmission.

23. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1 and 7-9, further comprising:

a color filter layer in the opening and over a portion of the applique layer in

proximity to the opening.

24. The electro-optic assembly of any one of claims 1, 7-9 and 23, wherein the color

filter layer is adhered to the second portion of the fourth surface and the portion of the

applique layer in proximity to the opening, and further wherein the portion of the applique

layer in proximity to the opening is defined by a substantially annular region of the

applique layer that extends at least 0.2 mm past the opening.

25. An electro-optic assembly, comprising:



a front substrate having a first surface and a second surface substantially parallel to

the first surface;

a rear substrate spaced from and substantially parallel to the front substrate, the

rear substrate having a third surface and a fourth surface substantially parallel to the third

surface; and

an applique layer directly on at least a first portion of the fourth surface and having

an opening and a discontinuous element over a second portion of the fourth surface, the

portions of the fourth surface in a transmissive region of the rear substrate, and

wherein the front and rear substrates define a cavity at least partially filled with an

electro -optic material.

26. The electro-optic assembly of claim 25, further comprising:

a transflective layer on the third surface of the rear substrate.
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